HUMAN RACE

PLANET RUNNER
through the sweat. The stifling fires of
hell, and the accompanying fire in my
muscles, paralysed my brain as I bent
myself into a double-twisted, back-bent
pretzel. My mind was as still as a placid
lake – though in hindsight, that was
probably only because it was incapable
of moving.
And I loved it!
But it was only a matter of time
before I found my mind wandering
again. Turned out my body had become
so accustomed to the heat that I no
longer sweated as much, and I could
actually see the mirrors – on every wall
in the studio.
The first place my mind wandered
was to the person standing directly in
front of me – who happened to be male.
He was wearing nothing more than a
Speedo, and his sweat dripped off every
glistening hair.
(And the reason so many people
claim that hot yoga attracts these socalled ‘masochists’, by the million,
became clear.)
With that, I ended my relationship
with yoga and returned to running.
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“…like practising yoga in a
quiet room; only the quiet room
in question is in Hell.”

Different strokes...

I persevered. I did some research.
The yoga that immediately
struck a chord was the one many,
many people (both proponents and
detractors) describe as ‘ideally suited
for masochists’ – hot yoga, or Bikram.
Don’t believe me? Google ‘hot yoga’
and ‘masochist’, and your search engine
will list approximately 96 400 results.
Hot yoga, for the uninitiated, is
practised in a room that is heated to
around 37 degrees. It’s said to be more
intense than any other form of yoga,
because the heat causes your heart
rate to rise higher. The cardiovascular
workout encourages detoxification
through heavy sweating. An added
benefit: hot temperatures enable your
muscles to bend that little bit further.
It’s kind of like practising yoga in
a quiet room, as per normal; only the
quiet room in question is in hell.
I couldn’t breathe. I could barely see
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I had come to the conclusion that no
matter how bendy I became, I would
always get distracted far too easily to
realise the holistic benefits of yoga.
Shaking her head in disappointment,
the yogi summed up my irrational fear
in one sentence:
“Yoga is about being still and present.
You need to feel comfortable in your
head, before you can be comfortable in
your practice.”
Pah! Being comfortable is sooooo
overrated. Name one person who’s done
anything productive by sitting still?
Although I haven’t tested this
theory, I’m willing to bet that ‘running’
and ‘masochist’ will yield just as many
Google results as my previous search.
But it’s when I’m running that my mind
is most active: I plan my day, sort out all
my problems, and conjure up some of
my best ideas for stories.
And then there are other times,
when I run as far away from my
thoughts as humanly possible…
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“BREATHE,” INSTRUCTED THE YOGI. We
had only been sitting still for three
minutes; but because the room was
so agonisingly quiet, it seemed like
an eternity. I opened one eye, and
scratched my nose.
“Just breathe,” the yogi said –
I could’ve sworn she shot me a glare.
“Be present. Clear your mind.”
As three-minutes-slash-one-year
drew to a close, I was ready to slash my
wrists. In fact, I had lost my mind.
My errant mind counted the number
of pages I still had to write and edit, and
measured those against the hours I

had left before my next deadline. Not
enough, my mental arithmetic revealed.
My breathing became so erratic
that I had to bow my head between
my legs to calm down. Which is how
I discovered, by accident, that I had a
natural bent for yoga (pardon the pun).
Though I wasn’t enjoying it much.

